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The quest to achieve reliable communication has always existed. Error Cor-
recting codes have made communication systems even more reliable under high
signal to noise ratios. A new class of codes called Turbo codes have proved to be
more effective compared to the other classes of codes and achieve performance close
to the maximum theoretical limits. The iterative decoding schemes employed in
turbo decoding enable us to tradeoff the bit error rate to the complexity of decoding
by increasing or decreasing the number of iterations.
Two classes of turbo decoders exist, one tries to estimate the transmit se-
quence and the other class of decoder tries to estimate the symbol transmitted at
each time instant. The complexity of both the algorithms are different and we try
to analyze the performance vs complexity of both classes of decoders at different
conditions. We find the suitability of these algorithms for wireless personal com-
munication systems. In this thesis, we find which class of algorithm performs well,
given a fixed amount of processing power and under what conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Error corrective coding is used to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of
information transmitted. In a communication system, data is transferred from a
transmitter to a receiver across a physical medium of transmission or channel. The
channel is generally affected by noise, fading and interference which introduces errors
in the data being transferred. In a digital system, this signal degradation translates
to an abundance of bit errors.If these bit errors go unchecked, then the system
would become practically useless.Fortunately, the information bits transmitted
over a digital wireless link can be protected by systematically introducing redundant
check bits through a process known as channel coding. Error-correcting code is a
signal processing technique used for correcting errors introduced in the channel. It is
done by encoding the data to be transmitted and introducing redundancy in it such
that the decoder can later reconstruct the data transmitted using the redundant
information even in the presence of few errors.It is the presence of the Error-
correcting techniques that enable the transmission of signals at a low transmit power
with a very low probability of error. Figure 1.1 is a block diagram of a simplified
model of a coded communication system.2
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FIGURE 1.1. Block Diagram of a Typical Communication System.
In 1948, Claude E Shannon laid the foundation for modern digital commu-
nications with his ground-breaking paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communica-
tions" [1]. In that paper he stated the most famous information capacity theorem
which is stated as below.
The information capacity of a continuous channel of bandwidth B Hertz,
perturbed by additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) of spectral densityN0/2 and
limited in bandwidth to B, is given by
/
=Blog2(1 +
NOB)
bitspersecond (1.1)
where P is the average transmit power.
The equationl.1 highlights the interplay among three system parameters:
channel bandwidth, average transmitted power and noise power spectral density
at the channel output. The theorem implies that, for given average transmitted
power P and the channel bandwidth B, we can transmit at the rate C bits per
second, with small probability of error by employing sufficiently complex encoding
systems. It is impossible to transmit at a rate higher than C bits per second by any
encoding system without a definite probability of error. Hence, the channel capacity3
theorem defines the fundamental limit on the rate of error-free transmission for a
power-limited, band-limited Gaussian channel. However to approach this limit the
transmitted signal must have properties close to white gaussian noise. The theorem
asserts the existence of good codes, but does not mention how to find them.
Thus, modern digital communications began with a race to find "good" codes,
and the error-correcting code (ECC) was born [2]. In the years to follow the field of
coding theory went through various changes and several types of codes were found.
The codes that were found belonged to one of the two major categories. There are
two classes of codes, namely block codes and the convolutional codes. The block
codes take a long bit stream and break it into messages blocks of a fixed size and
map each message block to a code word. The size of the code word is larger than the
message word and contains redundancy bits that enable easy decoding of the infor-
mation bits even in the presence of few errors. The encoding and decoding of these
block codes can be simply described by matrix multiplication.These codes contain
certain algebraic properties that enable easy encoding and decoding. Convolutional
codes, unlike the block codes, act on a continuous stream of input bits. The convo-
lutional codes differ from the block codes in the way that instead of accepting one
input and giving one output, they accept multiple streams as inputs and output mul-
tiple streams. Hence it is called and multiple-input multiple-output system. These
convolutional codes enable redundancy in the transmitted bit-stream by spreading
the input information bit across several output bits. This convolutional codes are
some what similar in nature to the digital filters in spreading the information in
one time instant to several time instants in the output bit stream. More detailed
explanation about block codes and convolutional codes can be found in [3].
It is known to us from Shannon's channel coding theorem that any long ran-
dom code would perform close to the Shannon's limit. However, truly random codesru
are difficult to implement.Both block and convolutional exhibited a high structural
property that enabled easy and practical implementation of the encoders and the
decoders. However the same structural property that was present in these codes
prevented them from performing at anything close to the theoretical bound set by
Shannon. Only recently researched started investigating the methods of building
codes that exhibited random properties and enabled easy decoding. The turbo code
is the result of such investigations.
Turbo codes were introduced in 1993 by Claude Berrou, Alain Glavieux and
Punja Thitimajshima[I,and is now recognized as a landmark development in the
field of error correcting coding. By combining a concatenation of convolutional
codes connected by an interleaver, with a iterative decoding algorithm these codes
achieve performance close to the theoretical limits. The Turbo Codes they intro-
duced perform to within 0.7 dB of theoretical limit for an additive white gaussian
noise (AWON) channel, as opposed to 2 dB or more for other state-of-the-art tech-
niques of similar complexity. The term Turbo codes is a misnomer, it actually refers
to the decoder and not the code by itself. The decoder is called so because they
component decoders exchange soft information, something resembling the mode of
operation of the turbo-charged automobile engines that feed back uncombusted but
extremely volatile gases into a turbo charger. The goal for this chapter is to provide
enough background so that the reader can understand, at least at a high level, the
building blocks that make up Turbo Codes. Subsequent chapters will delve more
deeply into those building blocks and describe the codes and their application.5
1.1. Background on Turbo Codes: Encoding and Decoding
Convolutional codes have been found to be very useful in wireless commu-
nications. In a wireless environments, errors occur in bursts. When the number
of errors are more than the permitted number of errors, the decoded bits do not
correspond to the input bits. To prevent this, the output of the encoder was fed into
a device called an interleaver, which would reorder the way in which these encoded
bits are transmitted. At the receiving end, these bits are then put into the original
order. This interleaver enables the spreading of error bits across several bits so that
the decoder can work with few bits errors at the same time.
The idea of feeding the output of one encoder into another is hardly new.
Such coding combinations are called concatenated codes, and serial concatenated
codes have long been the favorite for many communications links. Concatenated
codes were first proposed by Forney [5] for achieving better performance by com-
bining two or more relatively simple component codes and were endowed with a
structure that permits relatively easy decoding.The serial concatenation of an
outer Reed-Solomon and inner convolutional code for deep space applications is a
classic example of such systems.
Turbo codes can be thought of as a refinement of the concatenated codes
because it contains parallel concatenation of two convolutional codes with an inter-
leaver and an iterative algorithm for decoding the associated code sequence. The
invention of turbo codes involved the revival of some dormant concepts and algo-
rithms, and combining them with some new clever ideas.
The block diagram of a turbo encoding system, together with its iterative
decoders is shown in Figure 1.2. The encoders of the turbo codes are implemented
with two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders in parallel concatena-Turbo Encoder
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FIGURE 1.2. Turbo Code: Encoder, Channel and Decoder.
tion. The first encoder encodes a frame of N input bits, while the second encoder gets
the same bits through an interleaver that permutes the bit sequences in a random
fashion. The transmitted code sequence contains information bits and the parity
bits generated by the two encoders.It is sometimes advantageous to selectively
delete some of the encodedbits1to decrease the effective bandwidth. A multiplexer
then combines the output of the two encoders into a single output stream. The
interleaver endows the encoder with the properties that is quite similar to random
codes known to coding theorists, that performed on limits quite close to Shannon's
limits.
Convolutional codes employ a technique called as maximum-likelihood decod-
ing for decoding the encoded data. This particular method of decoding produces
the best results. However maximum likelihood decoding is not possible for turbo
decoding due to its high complexity. Hence sub-optimal decoding schemes [4] are
1This process is called puncturing7
employed for decoding of turbo coded sequences. These decoders incorporate the use
of separate soft-inputsoft-output2component decoders for each of the constituent
encoders operating in an iterative and cooperative manner. Each of these constituent
decoders generates soft output in the form of a posteriori probabilities (APP) for
the information bits. From these probabilities, the decoder extracts "extrinsic infor-
mation" values that are provided to the other decoder as soft inputs that play the
role of a priori probabilities for the information bits. At the start of the decoding,
the noisy channel output corresponding to the information bits is used to initialize
thea prioriprobabilities.They are also available to each decoder throughout the de-
coding process. The repetition of this cycle is dictated by means of some stopping
rule, often bthe number of iterations. As the number of iterations performed by
the decoder increased, the bit error rate (BER) of the received sequence decreased.
Currently a majority of the wireless systems deployed in the world carry voice. In
the next generation of wireless systems it is expected that there will different kinds
of services and each of these services will have different bit error rate requirements.
For example the BER requirement of video is much higher than that of voice. The
ability to tradeoff the performance of the system by changing the number of itera-
tions of the decoder in a turbo code is very well suited for a system with different
wireless applications whose quality of service (QoS) requirements are different. 5.2
discusses in detail the need for decoders to exchange soft information in iterative
decoding. It also describes thelog-likelihood ratio(LLR) metric that is used as a
reliability measure for the decoder.
2these decoders accept and output in the form of probability ratios.1.2. Performance of Turbo Codes and its Applications
The ingeniousness of turbo codes isn't readily apparent in the figure 1.2;
instead, it lies in the appropriate selection of constituent encoders, interleaver and
decoders. Later parts of this thesis will describe in detail, the structure of both the
encoder and decoder and how the choice of these individual components affect the
overall system throughput.
The Figure 1.3 below illustrates the performance of the turbo code after a
every iteration for different frame sizes. It shows how the BitError Rate (BER) of
the system improves after every iteration. Also it is evident that the performance of
the codes increase with a increase in the interleaver size. Some of the services, like
speech in the wireless environment demand smaller frame sizes while other services,
like video and data can afford to have larger delay, but not larger BER. A system
that provides all these kind of services at the same time will have different decoders
for each kind of service if the convolutional code is deployed. This would mean a
cumbersome implementation. Turbo codes, with its ability to trade off the computa-
tional complexity for latency, performance and bandwidth that makes it suitable for
wireless applications with differential services. Even in wireless environments where
speech is the primary service provided, turbo codes of comparable complexity have
proved to perform as good as or even better than the convolutional code that is
employed today in the existing systems. [6, 7]
Turbo Codes are ideally suited to power-limited applications that use for-
ward error correction (FEC) to reduce the transmitted power.Further, because
performance of Turbo Code improves with interleaver length, these codes are well
suited for use in fading channel environments that can tolerate moderate data Ia-
tencies and where long interleavers are normally required. Also, because FEC leads-1
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FIGURE 1.3. Simulated performance of a Turbo code of 1/2 rate, constraint length
3 for various iterations of a MAP decoder. The interleaver size of 4096 was used
and AWGN is assumed.
to bandwidth expansion, Turbo Codes are naturally compatible with many spread-
spectrum applications. Turbo codes are found to provide good results in Mobile
radio, Satellite communication, terrestrial communication, Digital Video Broadcast-
ing, anti-jamming systems, etc and the list is still expanding.I[I
1.3. Problem statement
The classic tradeoff to consider before applying forward error correction is
transmit power versus bandwidth. If you can reduce the error rate by simply in-
creasing the transmit power or bandwidth,there might not be a need for forward
error correction at all. An increase in bandwidth is typically not an acceptable so-
lution as bandwidth is a scarce resource. An increase in the transmit power means
an increase in the signal to noise ratio, which reduces the apparent error rate the
receiver. In many applications, such as mobile telephony, increased transmit power
means reduced battery life, or larger batteries. Neither of these are acceptable for
mobile phone users.Engineers usually consider forward error correction in these
power limited cases to achieve greater reliability in communication with the same
amount of transmit power. In wireless telephony error correcting coding techniques
are employed to increase the throughput of a system with same transmit power and
bandwidth.
Currently all the wireless telephony standards employ some kind of convo-
lutional coding technique to improve the channel throughput. As mentioned in
the previous section, turbo codes with less complex decoders perform better than
convolutional codes of comparable complexity[61.However the current generation
wireless standards require that the data be transmitted in small block sizes. The
turbo codes performance deteriorates as the size of the transmit block, i.e. the in-
terleaver, decreases. So for small interleaver sizes we will have to perform larger
number of decoding iterations. However with other services where the latency is
not that big an issue we can afford to increase the interleaver size and achieve the
same performance for lesser number of iterations. If we were to implement this kind
differential services with different QoS requirements with some kind of convolutional11
code, then we will have a system with different encoder and decoder combination
for each service. This obviously would be a waste of resource. Also if we were to use
the same encoder for all the services, then the decoder should be able to meet the
toughest BER and latency requirement. This is definitely not an feasible solution.
Hence we believe that turbo coded systems will play an vital part in next generation
wireless communication systems.
Turbo codes with its iterative type of decoding, lends itself quite well to
tradeoff the power requirements for performance. Several type of turbo decoders
exist and they have been employed for various applications. Each of them have their
own advantages and disadvantages. In this thesis we will study the suitability of
these decoders for wireless environment. The issue of performance versus complexity
for turbo codes raises an important question: given an fixed amount of processing at
the receiver, can we find a decoder that performs better or as good as other decoders
under the same constraints. This thesis attempts to answer this question.
1.4. Overview of Thesis
The first chapter of this thesis provided an introduction to channel coded
communications systems and the various types of coding systems in existence. The
block diagram explained the top-level functionality of a turbo coded system.
Chapter 2 discusses the turbo encoder in detail. The chapter also talks about
other variations of turbo decoders that are present and researched. The distance
properties of turbo codes and the reasons behind its remarkable performance have
been highlighted.
Chapter 3 describes the various types of decoders used in practice, their
advantages and disadvantages. The need for soft-input soft-output decoders and12
iterative decoding has been explained. The Soft-Output Viterbi (SOVA) and the
Maximum A posteriori (MAP) algorithms are presented. The approximations to
the MAP algorithm to make it computationally tractable have also been discussed.
The various simulation parameters and why they were chosen for the study
has been discussed in Chapter 4. The results obtained from the simulations are
presented.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, summarizes the results and proposes ideas
for future research.
Appendix A describes the probabilistic reasoning behind usinga posteriori
probability in estimating the state sequence of a noise corrupted Markov process.13
2. TURBO ENCODER
Turbo encoder is a parallel concatenation of two recursive systematic convo-
lutional (RSC) encoders combined with an interleaver in the middle [4]. The Figure
2.1 shows a turbo encoder which consists of two recursive binary convolutional en-
coders. In general the component encoders need not be identical and it is possible
to have more than two component encoders [7]. The first encoder operates directly
on the information bit sequence u =(u1,...,UN)of length N, producing two outputs
namelyx1andx1,.
1The second component encoder operates on a reordered se-
quence of informationu2produced by an interleaverir2of length N, and outputs x2,.
The interleaver is a pseudo-random block scrambler defined by a permutation of N
elements with no repetitions. The outputx1along with the two parity outputs
form a 1/3 rate codes. Note that various other rates can be obtained by proper
puncturing of the parity bits. In the remaining of this chapter we will discuss the
need for the interleaver and recursive convolutional codes. The distance properties
of the turbo code are also highlighted. The chapter will explain in detail why the
performance of a decoder is not dictated by the encoder type. The encoder simply
contributes to the distance properties of the code.
2.1. Puncturing of the codes to increase the code rate
Puncturing is a mechanism in which the bits of the encoder are systematically
deleted to increase the code rate. In the above example the one third rate turbo
code is punctured to obtain one half rate turbo code. The odd check bits of the first
encoder, the even check bits of the second encoder and the systematic bits of the
1x12refers to the systematic output and x1, refers to the parity bit14
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FIGURE 2.1. Block Diagram of a Turbo Encoder.
first encoder are transmitted in the above mentioned example. Like other classes of
codes the performance of the turbo codes decreases with puncturing. The manner
in which the code is punctured plays a vital role in determining the performance of
the code. The joint optimization of the interleaver and the puncturing mechanism
is the key to successful turbo code design [8].
2.2. Interleaver Design
Information theory suggests that any long random code with an optimal de-
coding algorithm will perform close to the Shannon's theoretical limit. Block codes
and convolutional codes have a structure that permits relatively easy decoding.15
However they do not perform close to the random code bounds predicted by Shan-
non. It is a common practice in engineering to solve a complex system by reducing
the problem into several smaller simple problems. The interleaver element in the
turbo encoder permutes the input to one of the simple component encoders in a
turbo encoder, thereby creating a code that resembles a long random code. Thus
turbo codes, while containing a structure that enables easy decoding, performs more
closer to the Shannon bound than other block and convolutional codes. It is for the
same reason that pseudo-random interleavers produce better results in a turbo code
than the traditional block interleavers. The interleaver should have a fixed structure
and they generally work in a block wise manner. Because of this the turbo codes
operate in a block wise fashion.
Figure 2.2 shows the performance of various codes under different block sizes.
As it is apparent from the figure, the performance of the turbo code increases with
increase in block size. The interleaver size is perhaps the single-most influential
factor in the performance of the turbo codes. However an increase in the interleaver
size means an increase in the latency and memory requirements. So an optimum
interleaver size should be chosen considering the bit-error rate, latency and memory
requirements of the system. For a further discussion of the trade-offs involved in
selecting the interleaver to the match the quality of service (QoS) requirements of
multimedia systems refer to [9]
Several kind of interleavers have been proposed by several research groups
across the world. The distance properties and the advantages and disadvantages of
these interleavers have been studied extensively [10]. In order to remain unbiased
towards any research group, and produce reproducible results, we will employ a
pseudo-random interleaver.It should also be noted that the function of an inter-
leaver is to make the turbo code a "good" code. The interleaver has nothing to doa)
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FIGURE 2.2. Performance of Turbo codes for different Frame sizes when Eb/No =
3.
with the fact that the turbo decoding algorithm employed is an good approximation
to the optimal-decoding algorithm. Also the interleaver does not affect the perfor-
mance of a turbo code at very small signal to noise ratios provided the inputs to the
two encoders are sufficiently uncorrelated. However they will affect the performance
of the code at large signal to noise ratios.17
2.3. Recursive systematic vs.Non systematic codes
dk
FIGURE 2.3. Non-Systematic convolutional encoder.
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FIGURE 2.4. Equivalent Recursive Systematic Convolutional Encoder.
For every non-systematic convolutional (NSC)(Figure 2.3) an equivalent re-
cursive systematic convolutional (RSC)( Figure 2.4) codes exists and the distance
properties of the NSC codes and the RSC codes are the same and hence the ad-
ditional complexity associated with the RSC code did not prove to be any useful
so far.The weight distribution of RSC and NSC codes are the same, however the
mapping between the input and the output codes sequences are changed [3]. Hence-fi]
the RSC codes remained dormant and unused in the error correcting codes. The
NSC encoder shown above is characterized by the following equation.
K-i
Uk = > gldk_2mod 2 g1j0, 1 (2.1)
i=O
vk=>g2idk_imod2 g2=0,1 (2.2)
The parameters for g are variables. Here in the above Figure2.3 the constraint
length K is 3 and the memory K-i is 2. The two code generatorsG1 91iand
G2 = g2are described by theC1 =ill andC2= 101.
A binary rate-1/2 RSC code is obtained from an NSC code by using a feed-
back loop, and setting one of the two outputs equal todk.Figure 2.4 illustrates an
example of such an RSC code, with K = 3, whereakis recursively calculated as
ak = dk + gakjmod 2 (2.3)
and wheregis respectively equal togifUk = dk,and tog22ifVk = dk.
The RSC encoders are finite state machines just like the NSC codes. The
state diagrams for the NSC and the equivalent RSC encoders are shown in Figure
2.5 and Figure 2.6. Their respective state diagrams are shown in Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8. The state and trellis diagrams are almost identical to each other. In
fact the only difference between both of them is that the input bits that lead to
a particular state are complements of one another in RSC codes. In NSC codes,
the input bits that lead to a particular state are always same. However since the
structure of the trellis is and the output bits labelling the branches remain the same
when the code is made systematic, the free distance remains the same [8].
While the design philosophy of any conventional code is to maximize the
minimum distance of the code, the design philosophy of turbo codes is to reduce19
FIGURE 2.5. State diagram of the example NSC code.
FIGURE 2.6. State Diagram of the example RSC code.
the multiplicity of low-weight code words. Hence, turbo codes perform very well at
low signal to noise ratios and poorly at large signal to noise ratios. This detonation
of performance at high signal to noise ratios can be attributed to small minimum
distance of the component codes [11].S3
S2
SI
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FIGURE 2.7. Trellis of the example NSC code.
20
The interleaver would not affect the performance of the turbo code if the
component encoders were not recursive.This is because a low weight codeword
generated by the first encoder for a input bit sequence u = ( 0 0 ...0 0 1 0 0
0 0) will also be generated by the second encoder irrespective of the presence
of the interleaver or not. Hence the weight distribution of the codewords would
not be affected if the encoders were not recursive. Hence the important aspectof
the building blocks of the turbo codes are that the component codes are recursive
in nature. The fact that they are systematic are merely incidental and they do
not have any significance on the performance of the code. The RSCcode's IIR
property protects the turbo code from the low weight encodings, which cannot be
remedied by an interleaver. One can argue that the performance of the turbo code
is largely dependent on the minimum weight codewords produced from the weight
2 input sequence. The weight 1 input sequences produce large weight outputs andS3
S2
SI
so
1/10
=0 i=1 =2 1=3 1=4 1=5 1=6
FIGURE 2.8. Trellis of the example RSC code.
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the minimum weight code words produced by the weight 3 input sequence can be
minimized by a properly designed interleaver [12, 13, 7, 6].
The choice of the component codes, the constraint length in particular, does
not affect the performance of the turbo codes at low signal to noise ratios. This is the
reason why turbo codes employ simple constituent encoders with constraint lengths
3 < K < 5. However for sufficiently large frame lengths, the encoder constraint
length might be a limiting factor [14].
2.4. Trellis Termination
Unlike convolutional codes, where trellis termination is done by zero padding
at the end of the input bit stream, the RSC codes are a bit different because of the
feedback component in the encoder. The tail bits of the encoder cannot be found
out until the encoder has done with the encoding of the data. The presence of the
interleaver disperses the bits in the second encoder. The tail bits employed to ter-22
minate the trellis of the first encoder are located at the end, in the second encoder
they are dispersed throughout the message. This leads to some cumbersome imple-
mentation problems, but does not cause a degradation in the system performance.
Since the tail bits of one of the encoders is the data bit for another, it is generally
not possible to determine the tail bits for both the encoders simultaneously. Hence
the first encoder's tail bits are terminated and the second encoder's trellis is not
terminated.
Another possible solution is to design the interleaver in such a fashion such
that the tail bits for both the encoders are the same. This leads to a fewer choice
of interleavers. It has also been found to perform poorly than the above mentioned
solution [15]. Several other solutions have been proposed and have proved to be less
efficient than the above proposed solution.
2.5. Distance Properties of the code
Two interesting questions arise when we discuss about the distance properties
of the turbo codes. First, what is the property that enables the turbo code to perform
close to the Shannon's code. The second question that arises is that, why is that we
see an error floor at an BER of iO. The first question has been partially addressed
by the discussion above when we mentioned about the interleavers and the need
for the RSC encoders. The fundamental philosophy in the design of Turbo codes
is that we try to minimize the multiplicity of minimum weight codewords by the
introduction of an interleaver. The conventional wisdom is that we achieve better
performance by increasing the distance of the codewords. We will state without
proof the distance properties of the turbo code from [16]. For an average turbo code,
as the size of the interleaver N, approaches toinfinity,the free distance codewords23
are caused by information sequences of weight 2.Alternatively the effective free
distance of a turbo code is increased by choosing the constituent encoder that has
the largest output weight for weight2input sequences [16].
The Equation shown below mathematically summarizes the conditions men-
tioned above and sets the performance bound for turbo code.
2n2
(
I2rd'.Eb\
PbQ \I N0
)
(2.4)
where N denotes the interleaver size, Q denotes the qrfc function,Ebdenotes
the transmit energy per bit,r denotes the code rate, cgc' denotes the smallest weight
produced by a weight-two input andn2denotes the number of input bits sequences
that will produce the minimum weight output. For further details please refer to
[16].
Because we have an different approach from other conventional codes, the
turbo codes have an high frame error rate and low BER. In an conventional code,
a corrupted frame will have a large number of errors and the un corrupted frame
will have no errors. But in turbo code we have a large number of frames with less
number of errors. This is one of the primary contribution to the BER floor at iO.
Since our primary focus is on decoder performance, we will not delve into the details
of the encoder and code distance properties. for further details the reader is referred
to [16].
2.6. Variation of Turbo Codes
The conventional turbo codes[4]are two RSC codes concatenated in parallel
and separated by an interleaver. A turbo code might have several component en-
coders and interesting results might be achieved. These codes are called as multiple24
turbo codes [17]. They are not generally used because the gain in employing such
schemes are very little as the component encoders and their constraint lengths do
not affect the performance of the turbo codes at small signal to noise ratios. It is
also possible to concatenate the encoders in serial together with an interleaver to
obtain serial concatenated turbo codes, it is generally not worth the effort unless the
target bit error rates are extremely low [18]. The serially concatenated turbo codes
have a much lower error floor and they can be reached only after a large number
of iterations. Naturally they do not lend themselves for wireless applications where
computational power is a scarce resource. Also there is no reason why the compo-
nent encoders should be restricted to RSC encoders. [19] [20] have showed that even
block codes can be employed as component codes. In fact, any arbitrarily chosen
topology made with combination of serial and parallel concatenations of multiple
encoders can be used to create a powerful code [21].25
3. TURBO DECODER
In the previous chapter it was mentioned that the high performance achieved
by the turbo codes was primarily due to the RSC encoders coupled with arandom-
like interleavers. The algorithm used to decode the turbo coded sequences was not
presented. This chapter presents in detail the need for soft-input soft-output (SISO)
decoding algorithms that work together in an iterative fashion. The detailsof the
different iterative decoding algorithms are presented in this chapter.
The problem of decoding turbo coded sequences can be modelled as joint
estimation of two Markov processes. Although it is possible to model them as a
estimation of a single Markov process, such an effort would be too complexand
computationally intractable. Turbo decoders estimate the two Markov process sep-
arately and exchange the information between as both the process stemfrom the
same input source. [8]. The a posterioriinformation out of one of the decoders acts
as a priori information for anotherand this process continues in a recursive fashion.
The problem of estimating the state sequence of a Markov process observed
thorough a noisy channel has two well known trellis-based solutions, namely the
Viterbi algorithm and the maximum a posteriori MAP algorithm. They both oper-
ate on different optimality criterion. The MAP algorithmfinds the most likely state
s occurrence for any time instant tgiven the received sequence y. The Viterbi algo-
rithm on the other hand, estimates the most likely state sequence that could have
been transmitted, given the observed sequence y. In simple words the Viterbi algo-
rithm attempts to minimize the sequence errors, hence Frame Error rate (FER). The
MAP algorithm minimizes the symbol error rate, hence the Bit Error Rate(BER).
Mathematically the Viterbi algorithm can be stated as
= arg{maxP(sly)} (3.1)26
an the MAP algorithm can be stated as
=arg{max2P(s2Iy)} (3.2)
3.1. Soft Input Soft Output Decoders
The key to the success of Turbo codes is the use of decoders that are capable
of exchanging soft outputs. A decoding algorithm that accepts a priori information
at its input and gives a posteriori information at the output is called soft-input,
soft-output (SISO) decoding algorithm. Figure 3.1 illustrates the block diagram of
a SISO decoder.
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FIGURE 3.1. Soft input Soft output Decoder27
3.2. Classes of Soft-Input and Soft Output Decoders
All the decoders for the Turbo Codes fall under two broad categories based
upon which decoder they are derived from. The twocategories of decoders are
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoder and Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm. While
the MAP algorithm tends to minimize the symbol error rate, the Viterbi algorithm
tends to minimize the code error rate.
3.3. MAP Algorithm
© 1996 IEEE. Reprinted with permission, from"Iterative Decoding
of Binary Block and Convolutional Codes",J. Hagenauer, IEEE Trans-
actions on Information Theory, Mar 1996, pp )9 45.
The Map algorithm for the trellis codes was proposed by Bahi, Cocke, Jelink,
and Raviv in [11].In [4] the algorithm was adapted to systematic convolutional
codes. Here we will show how the MAP decoder uses log-likelihood values and that
its output has the general structure given in All.In [22] the structure of such
decoders was illustrated with the simulation results from the Bahi algorithm.
The trellis of a binary feedback convolutional encoder has the structure shown
in Figure 3.2. LetSkbe the encoder state at time k. the bitUkis associated with
the transition from time k-i to time k. The trellis states at level k-i and at level k
are indexed by the integer s' and s respectively.The goal of the MAP algorithm is
to provide us with
IP(uk = +lIy)\log L(ik) =logP(=iJy)) (S',S),Uk_lP(5'5Y))
(3.3)
The index pair s' and s determines the information bitUkand the coded bits
Xk,vfor v = 2,.. .,n. The sum of the joint probabilities p(s', s, y) in the numerator
or in the denominator of 3.3 istaken over all existing transitions from state s' tostate s labelled with the information bitk =+1 or withk =1, respectively.
Assuming a memoryless transmission channel, the joint probability p(s', s, y) can be
written as the product of three independent probabilities [111
s, y) = p(s', Yj<k) p(s, YkIS)p(y,<kIs) (3.4)
= p(s', Yj<k)P(sfs') p(y s',s)p(yj<kls) (3.5)
= ak_i(s) 7k(S,s)/3k(S) (3.6)
Here Yj<k denotes the sequence of received symbols hi from the beginning of
the trellis to timek-iand Y2>k is the corresponding sequence from timek+iup to
the end of the trellis. The forward recursion of the MAP algorithm yields
ak(s) 7k(S', s) ak_i(s) (3.7)
the backward recursion yields
Ik-1(8) = >(s, s)/3k(S) (3.8)
S
In order to perform the optimum "symbol-by-symbol" MAP rule, the trellis
has to be of finite duration. We assume that at the start and at the end of the
observed sequence all paths merge at the zero state. Then the forward and the
backward recursion are initialized withastarj(0)= 1 and /3end(0) = 1. Whenever a
transition between s' and s exists, the branch transition probabilities are given by
Yk(5, s) = p(ykluk) P(uk) (3.9)
Using the log-likelihoods, the a priori probabilityP(uk)can be expressed as
e±I(k)/ e'''2
P(uk = ±1)
1 + e±'("k)(.i+e_1(k))
AkeL()/2(3.10)
and, in a similar way, the conditional probability p(Ykluk) for systematic
convolutional codes can be written asStates S
k-i
with forward
probabilities
akl(s)
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FIGURE 3.2.Trellis structure of systematic convolutional codes with feedback
encoders
p(ykluk) = Bk . exp (LCYk1uk + (3.11)
Keep in mind that some of the coded bits might be punctured before trans-
mission, in which case the sum in 3.11 is only over those indices v corresponding to
non-punctured coded bits. The termsAkandBkin 3.10 and 3.11 are equal for all
transitions from levelk-ito levelkand hence will cancel out in the ratio of 3.3.
Therefore, the branch transition operation to be used in 3.7 and 3.8reduces to the
expressionwith
30
(e),
exp(uk(LCYk,1+L(uk))) (s,s) (3.12)
(e)
Yk(s,s) = exp( LCYkVxkV) (3.13)
v=2
Since the first exponential function in 3.12 is common in all terms in the
sums of 3.3, we divide all terms by those and obtain
(e)
iI(s',$),uk=E1 7k(s,s)k_1(S')/3(s)
L(itk)Lyk,1+L(uk) +log (3.14)
(',$),u=±-1 s)
k_1(S')ak(S)
Thus we have shown that the MAP algorithm for systematic codes has the
structure of All. We can avoid calculating actual probabilities by using the loga-
rithm of probabilities and the approximationlog(e'1 + e'2)max(Li,L2). Then
this algorithm works with logak(s), logfik_1(s') and log'yk(s', s), and summations in
3.7, 3.8, and 3.14 are replaced with corresponding maximization. In the remainder
of the paper we will refer to this suboptimal realization of the "symbol-by-symbol"
MAP rule as the Max-Log-MAP rule realization.
3.4. Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm in its MAP form is described in [5].It searches for
the ith-state sequenceand thus the desired information sequence by maximizing
over i the a posteriori probability.
P(SI) = p(yIS)
P(S())
(3.15)
p(y)
sincey is fixed we can equivalently maximize
(3.16)31
This maximization is realized in the code trellis, when for each statesand
each time k, the path with the largest probability p(Sk, Yi<k) is selected. This
probability can be calculated by multiplying the branch transition probabilities as-
sociated to path i. They are'y3(s'(),5(i))for 1jk and defined in 3.9. The
maximum is not changed if we take the logarithm, and hence we perform the same
metric computation as described for the forward recursion of the Log-MAP algo-
rithm in 3.3. The values of Ak and Bk from 3.10 and 3.11 are additive and the same
for all paths i and therefore are irrelevant for the maximization. As already men-
tioned above, we assume hereby a memoryless transmission channel and statistical
independence of the relevantuwithin the observation window at time k we obtain
Mk(S)Mk_l(s) + + (3.17)
v=1
Here8(i) denotes the state of the path i at time k, u$is the information bit,
and xare the coded bits of path i at time k. For systematiccodes we further have
n
(i) Mk(s)= + LCyk,1l4 + +L(uk)uk + (3.18)
v=1
Again the sum is over the indices v with non-punctured coded bits. A differ-
ent derivation of the path metric 3.19 can be found in [23]. this slight modification
of the metric of VA in 3.19 and in 3.18 incorporates the a priori information about
the probability of the information bits. Forney [5] already mentioned the possibility
of using a priori values in his paper, but did not mention the applications for it.
If the channel is very good,IL.yIwill be larger thanIL(u)I,and decoding relies on
the received channel values. If the channel is bad, as during a deep fade, decoding
relies on the a priori information L(u). In iterative decoding this is the extrinsic
value from the previous decoding step.
Note that at time k, the joint probability of path i and of the received se-
quence Yjk and the metric in 3.18 are related by32
fk
(-(i)
p(pathi, Yj<k)= P(<k Yik)(fi AB)eM2 (3.19)
\j=1
The termsA3andB3correspond to those in3.11and3.10and their product
in3.19is same for all the paths at time k.
The soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) can be implemented in register
exchange mode or in trace-back mode. We will discuss the traceback mode in this
paper using the log-likelihood algebra.
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As shown in Figure 3.3, we wish to obtain the soft output for bitUk,which
the VA decides after a delay 6. The VA proceeds in the usual way by calculating the
metrics for the ith path using3.18.For each state it selects the path with the larger
metric Mk(s(z)). At time k + 6 the VA has selected the maximum-likelihood (ML)
path with indexi5and has discarded the other path with index
'öending at this33
state. Along the ML pathö,which decides the bit'ak,8 + 1 non-surviving paths i
with indices 1 = 0,. ,8 have been discarded. Define the metric difference as
= IYJii(s)1vIk+1(s)> 0 (3.20)
The probability P(correct) that the path decision of the survivor was correct
at time k + 1 givenY3<k+1,is from 3.19
P(correct)
p(pathijYj<k-4-1)
p(pat hi1Yj<k+1) + p(pathiYj<k+1)
(3.21)
exp(Mk+j(s(')))
exp(AIk+j(s('))) + exp(Mk+l(s()))
(3.22)
exp(L!)k
1 + exp()
(3.23)
Therefore, the likelihood ratio or "soft-value" of this binary path decision is
because
P(eorreet)
(3.24) log1
P(correct)
Furthermore, it was shown in [23] that the soft output of the VA is decision
ktimes the L-value of the errors and can be approximated by
L(ük)
1=O"",
(3.25)
The sum and the minimum is only over those non-surviving paths which
would have led to a different decision1kThus we have the same hard decisions as
classical VA, and the reliability of the decisions is obtained by taking the minimum
of the relevant metric differences along the ML path.
For a systematic convolutional code it can be seen from Figure 3.3, using
3.18 and 3.20, that each of thez4has the structure:34
- (M(1)(Mk)+(Ai<k+,Mk<j<k+1) j<k
n
(
(1) (2)'\ 1
+ Xk,V) + Ly(k,1)(ük(ik))
(3.26)
v=2
+L(uk)(ik(Uk)).
Therefore, the minimum value in3.25has the same structure.Thus the
SOVA output in its approximate version in3.25has the format
LsOVA(iLk)=Lyk,1+L(Uk) +kfirst three terms of(3.19) (3.27)
and preserves the desired structure of All. Consequently, we subtract the
input values from the soft output of the SOVA and obtain the extrinsic information
to be used in the metrics of the succeeding decoder ( see Figure 3.1). In this case the
extrinsic term in 3.27 is weakly correlated to the other two terms. Furthermore, it
has been shown that for small memories the SOVA is approximately half as complex
as the Log-MAP algorithm [24].
3.5. Improved SOVA and Log-MAP algorithm
MAP algorithm is capable of estimating precisely the posteriori probability
of each message bit. However, MAP algorithm suffers from two problems. It is both
computationally intensive and it is sensitive to round off errors when implemented on
a digital system. To minimize these two problems all the operations are performed
in the log domain. When all the operations are in the log-domain the multiplication
operations become addition operations. However the addition operations are not
easy in log-domain. The following equations mention how the addition operations
are carried in the log domain.
1n(ex+e)=max(x,y)+ln(l +exply---xl =max(x,y)+f(IyxI).(3.28)35
What the above equation suggests is that the addition operation turns to a
maximization followed by a correction factor which is a function of the difference.
It is from the above equation that we arrive at the approximation ln(ex + e1')
max(x, y). The correction factor is often implemented in the form of a look-up
table. The efficiency of such a table depends on the size of the look-up table.
Just as Log-MAP algorithm improves with the inclusion of the correction
factor, a similar kind of correction factor exists for SOVA [25].It is also imple-
mented by means of a lookup table. Since all these lookup table operations are just
optimizations that exist for each class of the algorithm, we are more interested in
the fundamental performance of the algorithm and the complexity vs performance
tradeoffs associated with each class of algorithms. Once there is a clear answer for
this question, we can easily factor in all these approximations into these classes of
codes and compare their performance.
In this chapter we have explained the need for a decoder that exchanges
information in soft form. They are called SISO decoders. The Viterbi algorithm was
adapted to accept soft input and output soft data. This algorithm was explained.
We also explained the MAP algorithm and showed how the operating in the log
domain reduces the complexity of the decoder without significantly affecting the
performance. In the next chapter we shall see how these decoders perform under
various frame sizes and at various BERS.36
4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this chapter we will describe the way in which we simulated the model
system, the parameters chosen for the system and the reasoning behind them. The
two major classes of the decoders are compared for their efficiencies in the thesis.
The encoder we propose to use should in any manner not bias the results obtained
for the decoder.
4.1. Encoder Simulation Parameters
In our thesis, we propose to use the an encoder which has a configuration as
shown in Figure 4.1. The component RSC encoder is modelled by the polynomial g
= (111,101). This is the same component RSC encoder that is used as anexample
in chapter 2. The interleaver used here is a random interleaver. The size of the
interleaver in the encoder determines the length of each block code. We simulated
the communication system with various frame sizes, thus various interleaver sizes.
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, the larger the interleaver size, better the
performance of the decoder, with the other parameters of the system remaining
constant. In the remaining of this chapter we will highlight the parameters chosen
for the system simulation and the reasoning behind those choices.
4.2. Interleavers
Several kind of interleavers have been proposed by several research groups
across the world. [10] The distance properties and the advantages and disadvantages
of these interleavers have been studied extensively.In order to remain unbiased
towards any research group, and produce reproducible results, we will employ a37
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FIGURE 4.1. Block Diagram of a turbo encoder.
pseudo-random interleaver in our simulations. Also the interleaver does not affect
the performance of a turbo code at very small signal to noise ratios, provided the
inputs to the two encoders are sufficiently uncorrelated. However they will affect
the performance of the code at large signal to noise ratios. But when we are using
large signal to noise ratios there is not much use in using turbo decoding. Hence
for all practical purposes we will be using the a pseudo-random interleavers. For
our experiments we used frame sizes of 192, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096. we came up
with these numbers because the are some multiples of a power of two. 192 is the
frame size of the current IS-95 standard and 512 is somewhat close to the proposed
3G standard for GSM. Since the experiments we are doing are meant for a wireless
environment, power and battery life are the major constraints. So as we increase the
frame size, the computational power and the memory requirements for the decoder
increase exponentially. Hence we felt that it is enough if we consider systems witha frame size of 4096 or less. Also as the size of theframe increases the latency of
the system increases. So any frame size more than 4096 would not permit feasible
wireless implementations, hence the upper bound for the frame size is 4096. Other
values chosen between the 192 and 4096 just enable efficient implementation of these
systems.
4.3. Recursive systematic Encoders
The encoder employed in a turbo code is a recursive systematic convolutional
encoder for the same reasons mentioned in 2.3. The encoder we propose to use in
our simulation is the same encoder employed in the landmark paper[4J. The turbo
encoder is modelled by the polynomialg1= 111 andg2= 101. The block diagram
4.1 shows the diagram of the component encoder.
The choice of the component codes, the constraint length in particular, does
not affect the performance of the turbo codes at low signal to noise ratios. This is the
reason why turbo codes employ simple constituent encoders with constraintlengths
3 < K < 5. However for sufficiently large frame lengths, the encoder constraint
length might be a limiting factor. [141. However as we know that the constraint
length of the code determines the memory size of the encoder and thereby, the
number of possible states of the encoder. This would directly increase the number
of states to be maintained by the decoder per input bit received and hence would
directly impact the memory requirements of the system.Since our system is a
wireless system and the emphasis is on battery life, we would like to keep the memory
requirements as low as possible. Also since the constraint length of the encoder does
not affect the system performance we would like to keep the design simple. Hence
we choose the component RSC encoder mentioned above.It is very important to note that the function of an encoder is to make an
code very good. The choice of an component RSC encoder and the Interleaver in the
encoder has nothing to do with the fact that the decoder is a good approximation of
the optimal-decoder and hence we can conclude that the choice of the encoder does
not affect the performance of the different encoder and the choice of a particular
encoder will not bias the results towards an decoder [26].
4.4. Trellis termination
Several ways to perform trellis termination exist and trellis termination af-
fects the code performance. We in our simulations employed the trellis termination
method mentioned below. At the end of the encoding of each frame only the upper
encoder is terminated to a zero state and the bottom encoder is not. This is achieved
by switching the switch in Figure 4.2 from position a to position b at the end of the
decoding.
U
FIGURE 4.2. Trellis Termination of the code.
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4.5. Puncturing mechanism
Puncturing is the process of selectively deleting the parity bits of an the
output of the encoders to achieve higher code rates.In our simulations we used
the same puncturing mechanism employed in [4j. In this paper the systematic bits
of the first encoder, odd parity bits of the first and the even parity bits of the
second encoder are transmitted in a serial fashion to the receiver. The effective code
rate of this turbo code is 1/2. The transmitted bits are mapped to bipolar values
and additive white gaussian noise is added to the symbol stream. The Figure 4.4
illustrates the mapping of the bit-stream output to the bipolar values.
FIGURE 4.3. State Diagram of the RSC code.
4.6. Decoder simulation parameters
Both the max-log-MAP and the SOVA decoders are implemented as ex-
plained in Chapter 3. In the MAP decoder the log and the exponential functions
were approximated using the Mclaurents series as shown in the equation below.41
FIGURE 4.4. Mapping of the bits to +1 and -1 for transmission.
Ix-1
(
i-i log(x)=2* I +3*(x+l))j
(4.1)
x2 x3 exp(x)= 1+x+--+-- (4.2)
The SOVA algorithm was implemented for a scan depth of 20. An increase
in depth did not prove to be fruitful in decreasing the BER. The correction factor
was not applied in both the cases and hence there was no need for a look-up table.
4.7. Results
We simulated the system for various frame sizes and signal to noise ratios. As
we increased the number of iterations or the transmitted power (i.e. signal to noise
ratio at the receiver) we found that the bit error rate went down in both the decoders.
It is also observed that as the frame size increases the BER performance of the system
improves. Figure 4.7 shows that this is the case for all signal to noise ratios. We
see that the performance of the MAP algorithm improves drastically between first42
and second iteration, whereas the performance of SOVA improves gradually. Also as
the number of iterations increase, the BER improvement/iteration decreases. Hence
we conclude that the maximum number of iterationsfor a personal communication
system is 5. Beyond that the gain /iteration is very low that it is not worth the
effort. From Figure 4.5 4.6 and 4.7 we found that the performance of SOVA is inferior
to the max-log-MAP. The increased performance of the max-log-MAP comes at a
price of additional complexity. It would be an interesting problem to analyze the
performance of both decoders, when BER gain/complexity is the primary criterion
for analysis.
The complexity of any algorithm is dependent on the architecture it is im-
plemented. For our analysis purposes, we assume that the multiplication and the
addition operation consume equal amount of power. Also the total power consumed
in the circuit while decoding an bit-stream is proportional to the number of ad-
ditions and multiplications performed in the algorithm. Also we assume that the
memory copy operations consume very low amount of powerand it is very negligible
and the memory operating costs have been factored as the fixed costs of the system.
We calculated the number of multiplication and addition operations for both
the decoders involved and found out that SOVA has about 0.7 times the number
of addition and multiplication operations as the max-log-MAP algorithm. While
computing the number of operations in the max-log-MAP algorithm, we employed
the approximation for log and exp functions as mentioned in chapter 3.
Figure 4.8 shows the variation of BER with number of iterations for various
Eb/Nofor both the decoders. We know that although it is possible to decode at very
low Eb/No,it is generally not possible to achieve bit and carrier synchronization at
these lowEb/No,that reliable communication is not possible. Hence we will not be
graphing our results forEb/Noof 1 db or less [27].43
It is evident from Figure 4.8 that as the number of iterations increase, the
BER improves. Also we see that the rate of improvement in BER with SOVA is
higher than the max-log-MAP algorithm as theEb/Noincreases. The horizontal
solid lines constitute the BER of max-log-MAP algorithm after a certain number
of iterations.Similarly the dotted lines represent the BER curves of the SOVA
algorithm after each iteration of decoding.
Now that we have seen the performance of both the algorithms as the number
of iterations increase, we will see how it performs as the complexity of the algorithm
is used as the bisis for comparison.In Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 we see the
BER performance of both these decoders plotted against the complexity of these
algorithms. The x-axis of both these graphs represent the relative complexity per
bit of decoding normalized to the complexity per bit decoding of max-log-MAP
algorithm. In other words one unit of the x-axis is equal to the complexity associated
with a single bit decoding of a encoded sequence using a max-log-MAP algorithm for
a single iteration. Noteworthy point here is that the complexity per bit remainsthe
same irrespective of the size of the interleaver or the frame size of thetransmitted bit.
This is one of the reasons why we use it as a basis of comparison. It factors out the
frame size factor from the decoder complexity and provides a basis for comparison
across all frame sizes.
The graphs in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 reveal interesting results.we see that
the dotted line and bold lines intersect at almost everyEb/Noratio. what this
means is that the SOVA implementation ( one with dottedlines) has an initial
better performance at lower complexities. As the complexities increases, the BER
performance of the max-log-MAP decoder improves. Let us denote the point of
intersection of the BER performance lines of both the decoders (for a givenEb/No)
as decision point x.44
From the graphs we can easily say that for any given Eb/No, we can use
the SOVA algorithm if the BER requirement is lesser than the breaking point and
achieve power efficiency. For higher BER requirements than the breaking point, the
max-log-MAP algorithm is more efficient.For a given frame size we notice that
the breaking point shifts towards the right as theEb/Noof the system increases.
What this means is that for an increasingly better BER the SOVA is efficient. Also
comparing Figure 4.8 and 4.9 we find that the breaking point of the algorithmshifts
towards the right. This indicates that, with an increase in frame size, SOVA favors
an efficient implementation until a particular BER,which increases with frame size.
In a nutshell, the SOVA algorithm is more efficient to use, until a particular BER
requirement, called Breaking point. This breaking point improves as the frame size
increases or theEb/Noincreases.
The above mentioned facts can be reinforced with the help of graphs from
Figure 4.10 and 4.11. In both the graphs we see that the improvement inEb/No
leads to an improvement in the SOVA performance, sometimes better than the max-
log-MAP performance. We see that at higherEb/Nothe second iteration and the
third iteration BER curves of SOVA intersect the second iteration BER curve of
max-log-MAP and even surpasses the performance of the second iteration of max-
log-MAP. Also from both the graphs it could be noticed that as the frame size
increases the performance of the SOVA improves at a greater rate withEb/No.
These two figures just reinforce our findings mentioned above.
Summarizing all the above observations, we can say that SOVA is more
power efficient until a particular BER and themax-log-MAP is more efficient after
that point. Based upon these observations we envision a system in which we will
have both the decoders and the choice of the decoder for decoding will be based
on the BER requirements, frame sizeand the received signal strength.It is also45
possible to envision a system where the initial decoding will be done using SO\TA and
later decoding will be done using log-MAP algorithm; thereby improving the power
efficiency of the whole system. A similar methodology could be used to decrease the
latency of the decoders. The latency is more implementation dependent and it is
generally not possible to discuss the latency issues of the decoder without involving
the architecture of the underlying processor.0.07
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this thesis the concepts of the turbo coding, iterative decoding and their
applications to the wireless communication have been presented. Turbo codes were
first introduced in 1993 by French scientists [4}. The essential features of the turbo
coding are parallel concatenation of the RSC encoders with pseudo random inter-
leaving and the iterative decoding with the soft-input soft-output decoding. The
suitability of the turbo code over other codes for wireless communication environ-
ments with differentiated services are mentioned in detail.The various ways to
tradeoff performance with latency, computational complexity at both encoder and
the decoder are presented.
5.1. Summary
The core part of the thesis was to find the suitability of the two decoder
families, given the frame size and the BER requirements, which of these two classes
of codes are more computationally efficient. We know that power is one of the
most important constraint in mobile systems. The ability to choose one of these
two decoders, so as to decrease the required computations would directly lead to
the improvement in the battery life of the mobile communication system. Chapter
4 explains in detail the simulations parameters we considered and the reasoning
behind them. In 4.7 we illustrate which decoder is efficient to use and under what
condition. We find that the SOVA decoder is suitable if the BER requirements
are not that high and the frame size of the encoder is small. Also we find that
as the BER requirements decreases, or the frame size increases the MAP algorithm
performs better. We find that one log-MAP iteration is equal to 1.4 iterations of the
SOVA decoder. Hence all the decoding operations that occur below the 2 iterations54
of the log-map algorithm is said to produce excellent performance/complexity ratio
in the SOVA decoder. We also find that as the frame size increases, the SOVA tends
to perform better. We find this logical as SOVA estimates the sequencerather than
the symbols and hence as the frame size increases the chances of few symbol errors
changing the path of the minimum error reduces. This reasoning is justified because
the increase in the Eb/No also makes the Viterbi algorithm perform better than
expected.
5.2. Future Directions
All these calculations and simulation results are based on the fundamental
assumption that all the calculation are taking place in an digital domain. However
the MAP algorithm lends itself to an analog implementation as we are not very
particular about the accuracy of the reliability values exchanged between the com-
ponent decoders. The internal structure of the turbo decoder is very similar to a
neural network. Hence all tl1e research that has been done to the neural network
hardware implementation is applicable here. We believe that a simpler analog im-
plementation of the turbo decoder will prove to be very useful and much more power
efficient and provide greater speed. However there has not been any publication to
the best of our knowledge in this direction.
We have done most of the calculations for the two fundamentally different
classes of the decoders from the power and computational efficiency point of view.
The turbo codes with its ability to trade-off performance with latency also presents
itself as an vital candidate for providing various QoS services. An study of latency
vs Performance tradeoff will be an interesting topic to research.[9] provides an
insight into this topic.However the latency of the algorithm really depends on55
the architecture of the underlying processor and it is difficult to providegeneralized
results. These latency calculations are based on the assumption that there isenough
processing power and memory to perform the calculations in the criticalpath. This
assumption does not often lend itself to computationally efficient implementation.
Hence the joint optimization of the computational efficiency and the latencywould
be an interesting research topic in the forthcoming years.
The success of any digital communication system depends on its ability to
achieve reliable bit and carrier synchronization. The reliability of this synchroniza-
tion depends on the signal to noise ratio, just like the reliability of the communication
itself. However with the advent of the turbo codes, it is possible to achieve reliable
communication even at low signal to noise ratios where carrier and bit synchro-
nization is not possible. So for the total communication system to benefit, novel
methods that enable carrier synchronization should be used [27].
Although there are several papers in the topic, what is still lacking is a satis-
factory theoretical and mathematical reasoning of why the turbo decoding performs
as well as it does. There exists some papersthat describe about the generaliza-
tion of the of the forward backward algorithm and the SOyA, as an extensionof
the "Generalized Distributive Law" (GDL). However these papers, just illustrate
the link between the GDL and the common turbo decoding algorithm[28].Ina
classic paper [281, the relationship that exists between the Turbo decoding and the
Pearl's belief propagation algorithm, a well known algorithm in the artificial intelli-
gence community is illustrated. This relationshiphowever does not still explain why
turbo decoding does so well. The Pearl's belief propagation algorithm is known to
work only when there are no cycles, however all the turbo decoding algorithms have
cycles and these are known to work well. [26] has shown that turbo codes do not
converge well always and has illustrated afew examples where it does not converge.56
The theoretical insight into this would help both the coding theory community and
the AT community. Widberg [29] in his thesis has illustrated that the tanner graph
kind of decoding works if the cycles are large, however there is no concrete result to
show when it will work and when it will fail. A convergence of all these theoretical
research in the field of turbo codes will provide a lot of insight into turbo decoding
and perhaps might enable low complexity decoding algorithms.57
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The mathematical foundation of hypothesis rests on Bayes' theorem, which
is derived from the relationship between the conditional and jointprobability of
events A and B, as follows:
P(AJB)P(B)P(BIA)P(A) = P(A,B) (Al)
A statement of the theorem yields the a posteriori probability(APP), denoted
P(AIB),
P(B1A)P(A) P(AIB)= (A2)
P(B)
which allows us to infer the APP of an event A conditioned on B,from the condi-
tional probability, P(BJA), and the a priori probabilities,P(A) and P(B).
For communication engineering applications having additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN) in the channel, the most useful form of bayes' theorem expressesthe
APP in terms of a continuous-valued random variable x in the followingform:
P(dijx)
p(xld = i)P(di).= ..,M (A3)
p(x)
p(x) = p(xId = i)P(d = i) (A4)
where d = i represents data d belonging to the ith signal class from a set of Mclasses,
and a p(xfd = i) represents the probability density function (pdf) of a received
continuous-valued data-plus-noise signal, x, conditioned on the signal class d = i.
p(x) is the pdf of the received signalx over the entire space of signalclasses.1In
1Lower case p is used to designate the pdf of a continuous-valued signal, and the upper
case P is used to designate probability(a priori and APP).63
Eq.A3, for a particular received signal, p(x) is a scaling factor since it has a the same
value for each class. The probability of occurrence is the ith signal class P(d = i),
before the experiment is the apriori probability. As a result of examining a particular
received signal, we can compute the APP,P(d = ilx),which can be thought as a
"refinement" of our prior knowledge.
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FIGURE 6.1. The PDF of a received signal under AWGN
Let the binary logical elements 1 and 0 be represented electronically by volt-
ages +1 and -1, respectively. This pair of transmitted voltage isassigned to the
variabled, which may now take on values d= +1 and d = -1. Let the binary 0 be the
null element under addition. For an AWGN channel, Fig6.1 shows the conditional
pdfs referred to aslikelihood functions.A popular hard decision rule, known as
maximum likelihood,is to choose the symbold = +1ord = -1based on the larger64
of the two intercept values, lambda or lambda. This is equivalent to deciding ifXk
falls on left or right of the decision line gamma. A similar decision rule, known as
maximum a posteriori (MAP) takes into account the the a priori probabilities as
shown below is derived from Eq.A3 for the two signal case.
p(xfd= +1)P(d= +1)>1 (A5) p(xld = 1)P(d = 1)
By taking the log-of the likelihood ratio in Eq.A5, we obtain a useful metric
called the log likelihood ratio (LLR). It is the real number representing a soft decision
out of a detector, designated as L(dlx) as follows:
IP(dz=+lIx)1 1p(xd=+1)P(d=+1)1
L(dlx) = log (A6)
L P(dltx)]
log
Lpx1d= 1)P(d =1)]
which simplifies to
1p(xd = +1)1 IP(d = +1)1
L(dlx) = log
p(xId =i)J+log[P(d=i)j
(A7)
L(dlx) = L(xld) + L(d) (A8)
where L(xld) is the LLR of the channel and L(d) is the a priori LLR of the trans-
mitted data bit d.
To simplify the notation, we represent Eq.A8 as follows:
L'(d) = L(x) + L(d) (A9)
where L(x) emphasizes that this term is a result of the channel measurement made
at the detector. Equations A3 through A9 were developed with data detector in
mind.Next, the introduction of a detector will typically yield decision making
benefits. For a systematic code, it can be shown [4] that the LLR (soft output) L(d)
out of the decoder is equal toL(d)L'(d) + Le(d)
65
(AlO)
where L'(d) is the LLR of a data bit out of the detector (input to the decoder), and
Le(d), called the extrinsic LLR, representing the extra knowledge that is gleaned
from the decoding process. The output of a systematic decoder is made up of parity
bits and data bits.Equation AlO partitions the decoder LLR into data portion
represented by the detector measurement, and the extrinsic portion represented by
the decoder contribution due to parity. Combining equation A9 and AlO we write
L(ci)= L(x) + L(d) + Le(d) (All)
The sign of L(d) denotes the hard decision, and the magnitude of L(d) de-
noted the reliability of that information. Higher the reliability value, more sure we
are about the decision made.
For statistically independent d, we define the sum of two log likelihood ratios
(LLRs) as follows:
I e1)+eL(d2)1
L(d1)L(d2) = L(dd2) loge {i+e1)e2)j
(Al2)
(-1) x sign[L(di)J xsign[L(d2)J xmin(JL(di)J,IL(d2)I) (A13)
where natural logarithm is used. There are three addition operations in Eq.Al2.
+ is used for ordinary addition,is used for modulo-2 addition, andis used for
log-likelihood addition. The sum of two LLRs is denoted by the operator,where
such an operation is defined as the LLR of the modulo 2 sum of the underlying data
bits. The following results will be useful when the LLRs are small or very large.
L(d)f ooL(d) (A14)
L(d)tO=O (A15)a)
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Comparison of Log-map and SOVA at a frame size of 512
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FIGURE 6.3. Performance of SOVA and max-log-MAP based upon the complexity
at a frame size of 512.a)
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FIGURE 6.4. Performance of SOVA and max-log-MAP based upon the complexity
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Comparison of Log-map and SOVA at a frame size of 2048
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FIGURE 6.5. Performance of SOVA and max-log-MAP based upon the complexity
at a frame size of 2048.c'j
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FIGURE 6.6. Performance of SOVA and max-log-MAP based upon the complexity
at a frame size of3072.U)
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FIGURE 6.7. Performance of SOVA and max-log-MAP based upon the complexity
at a frame size of 4096.